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From Paleolithic times to the 19 th century AD, the history of Barcelona has had strong ties to the hill of Montjuïc. The mountain was used as a quarry and also played a strategic military and maritime role.
Untill the 19th century the area lay "outside" the limits of the city. Today, the hill of Montjuïc lies almost in the center of Barcelona's metropolitan conurbation. It has become both an important green park and a cultural pole of the city, and therefore one of the focus areas of city planning. Montjuïc includes also an archaeological Medieval Jewish burial ground, and -of equal importance-encompasses a multiplicity of layers of cultural and social significance; the result of historic circumstances, on the one hand, and to a diversity of contemporary public and private civic interests, on the other. These includes several public gardens of ecological interest, a municipal civic cemetery that includes important artistic mausoleums from the local 19 th century bourgeoisie, commemoration areas that bears witness to significant historical events occurred around the hill (i.e., summary political executions), sports events (i.e., the Olympic games), areas of cultural entertainment and leisure (i.e, theatres, open-air concerts, festivals), cultural heritage places and museums (public and private); and, of course, business and tourism (according to municipal figures, over 16 million of citizens and tourists use the park every year).
The complex, multilayer reality that is the hill of Montjuïc is managed in its entirely by the municipality 2 of Barcelona. The area occupied by the medieval Jewish cemetery was recently proposed for a conservation and renovation project, respectful of both its archaeological and religious significance.
Montjuïc's Jewish Medieval burial ground
As with many other cities of the Mediterranean, Barcelona is the sum and mix of people from all parts of the world. This is true not just for today, when the city is faced with global migration, but for all periods of history. Since at least Roman times, Barcelona has welcome (and farewell) people from all the corners of the Mediterranean basin, northern Europe, sub-Sahara Africa and South America. All these people's culture and customs had combined to make Barcelona's history and culture. were undertaken at the Jewish burial ground in Montjuïc: 171 graves, dating between the 11 th and the early 14 th century AD, were discovered, 114 inhumations were studied, and several personal ornaments of Sephardic tradition were also recovered. Following this excavation, the area was transformed into a pigeon-shooting sport club and a funfair. During the mid70s, these facilities fell into disuse.
Managing the Jewish Medieval cemetery heritage
Because of Many issues were discussed and agreed during the Barcelona seminar, such as professional codes of ethics on the treatment of human remains, archaeological and paleoanthropological scientific practices, issues concerning the respect to religious beliefs, on the interpretative nature of Jewish religious law, and so on, all compiled in a forthcoming publication. But the Barcelona's seminar highlighted the fact that the Montjuïc debate revolved around a particular wish among the Jewish orthodox community: to value the place only as a Jewish religious issue (property) to be managed exclusively from the (orthodox) religious point of view, and thus to absolute diminish any archaeological heritage value of Montjuïc in relation to the history of Barcelona, refusing then any secular managerial action over the ancient cemetery. Thus, the significance of the place was judged exclusively on religion interests rather than on shared cultural and historical significance.
From this perspective the debate under discussion revolves around more serious legal matters: both, how we answer to religious claims in secularised societies, and how we engage common cultural assets of public interest and within the public domain with today's religious sensibilities. Hence the debate 6 challenges the relationship between contemporary religious communities and a res publica that has been legally secularised since the beginnings of modernity. Archaeology is just a new battlefield of this old (or renovated) war between laicism and religion.
The European Enlightenment, taking up the principles of secularism, managed to mark the limits between the dogmas of faith and the civil norms that governed the common law, between the Christian Church and the res publica. The division between religious law and public law is the basis upon which lies contemporary legal and constitutional norms in European countries.
To be more precise with the issue here under discussion: no religious law of any religious community may dictate to the State any action that may affect common civil matters; and historic legacies (heritage) are common matters. Thus, on the basis of the legal regulatory framework governing both the Spanish heritage management and the relationship between the State and the religious communities in Spain, it is a mistake to demand the application of ecclesiastical rights (the Halakha) to the Jewish historical heritage (including ancient cemeteries), because these are actually subject to public law, as it is described and care under the heritage laws. Acting otherwise is actually to undermine the basis of the legal framework of Spanish law, and by extension, the European law.
A common law and a common past to accommodate multiplicity Ancient Jewish burial grounds fall legally within very specific regulations related to the cultural what the law in Catalonia and Spain establishes. In order to accomplish these actions, we will take all due rigor and the necessary sensibility towards today's Jewish Barcelona community, on the behalf that we all (gentiles and Jewish) share the same philosophy and goals: preserving and enhancing a shared historic heritage of the city.
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